THE WALDEN SCHOOL
Young Musicians Program

Composers Forum V
Nate May & Sarah Riskind, moderators

Tuesday, July 24, 2018
7:30 pm
Louise Shonk Kelly Recital Hall
Dublin School
Dublin, New Hampshire

Tonight’s composers forum is dedicated to Dr. Kee Young Chung and Mikyoung Kim.

***

Fox Pass
Dennis’ Computer Musicianship Class

Jack Bettigole, Liam Fissell, Talia Leach, Felix Mattick, Ekke Ruutopold, Romir Srivastava

Tango
Moshe’s Tango Class

Moshe Shulman, Miranda Shulman, Charles Ryland, violins
Rebekah Griffin Greene, double bass
Nate May, piano

A Small Collection of Thoughts
Terry’s Jazz Class

Benjamin Adler, trumpet
Isadora Knutsen, guitar and voice
Terry L. Greene II, electric bass
Graham Lazorchak, drum set
Nicholas Sasmatzoglou, M.C.
Anna Severtson & Gabriel Sternberg, piano and percussion
Christopher Peterson, keyboard
Fan Piece
Cadence Manuel, electronics
Dennis K. Sullivan II, amplified fan

Pictures at Walden Vol. I
Cara’s Picture This Class
Windy Stripes
Helen Feng, piano

Where have the children gone?
Andrew Bobker, trumpet
Rebekah Griffin Greene, double bass

Mt. Monadnock
Andrew Bobker, trumpet
Rebekah Griffin Greene, double bass

No River New Hampshire
Andrew Bobker, trumpet
Cara Haxo, toy piano

Romance in D Minor
Helen Feng, piano

Action Jam
Sarah’s Conducting Class
I.
II.
III.
IV.

Sarah Riskind, violin
Cashel Day-Lewis, violin and conductor
Julian Hofstetter & Noah Spore, cellos and conductors
Helen Feng, piano and conductor

INTERMESSION

Skip 7
Alex’s Experimental Sound Systems Class
Francesca Hellerman, Ruby Landau-Pincus
& Sasha Paris-Carter, performers

Amazing Grace Fun Style
Moshe Shulman, violin
Julian Hofstetter, cello
Gabriel Sternberg, piano
Doug's Film Scoring Class
Specially Trained

Noah Stein
Andrew Bobker, trumpet
Noah Stein, violin
Ansel Chang, piano

Memories
Erin Cameron, clarinet
Noah Stein, violin
Julian Hofstetter, cello

Ansel Chang

Rush
Noah Stein, violin
Marco Roberts, piano
Terry L. Greene II, percussion

Matthew Kaminski

Goodnight!
Julian Hofstetter, cello
Lila Meretzky, melodica
Graham Lazorchak, percussion

Grace Sun

The Cake's a Bomb!
Sarah Riskind, violin
Marco Roberts, piano
Terry L. Greene II, trombone

Marco Roberts

Let it be
Danny's Pop Arranging Class

The Beatles
arr. Maya Engenhiro, Katie Martin,
Emil Napier, Arturo Orso,
Akhil Srivastava, Maude Weber

Erin Cameron, clarinet
Sarah Riskind & Cashel Day-Lewis, violins
Maya Engenhiro, Katie Martin, Emil Napier,
Arturo Orso, Akhil Srivastava, & Maude Weber, voice
Danny Felsenfeld, piano
Terry L. Greene II, electric bass
Graham Lazorchak, drum set

Please see pages 6-7 of the festival program book for the full 2018 Concert Series schedule.

ABOUT THE WALDEN SCHOOL
The Walden School, founded in 1972, is a summer music school, camp, and festival offering programs that emphasize creativity and community, specifically through the study of composition, musicianship, improvisation, and choral singing. In residence on the beautiful campus of the Dublin School in Dublin, New Hampshire, Walden provides an inspiring retreat-like environment ideal for creative music making.

The Walden School’s 2018 programs include the Young Musicians Program for students ages 9 to 18, and the Creative Musicians Retreat for adults. The School’s Concert Series showcases free public performances by renowned artists and ensembles that work closely with program participants.

The Walden School has twice been awarded a Chamber Music America/ASCAP Adventurous Programming Award, has won a New Music Educator Award from the American Music Center (now New Music USA), has been a finalist for the National Arts and Humanities Youth Program Award, and in 2017, was awarded a Ewing Arts Award. The Walden School is the successor organization to the Junior Conservatory Camp. The Walden School is a 501(c)3 organization, supported by major foundations, corporations, and hundreds of generous individual donors. For more information about The Walden School, visit our website at www.waldenschool.org.

P.O. Box 432, Dublin, New Hampshire, 03444
(603) 563-8212
concerts@waldenschool.org